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ABSTRACT
The separation of cosmological signal from astrophysical foregrounds is a fundamental
challenge for any effort to probe the evolution of neutral hydrogen during the Cosmic
Dawn and epoch of reionization using the 21 cm hyperfine transition. Foreground separation
is made possible by their intrinsic spectral smoothness, making them distinguishable from
spectrally complex cosmological signal even though they are ∼5 orders of magnitude brighter.
Precisely calibrated radio interferometers are essential to maintaining the smoothness and
thus separability of the foregrounds. One powerful calibration strategy is to use redundant
measurements between pairs of antennas with the same physical separation in order to solve
for each antenna’s spectral response without reference to a sky model. This strategy is being
employed by the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA), a large radio telescope
in South Africa that is now observing while being built out to 350 14-m dishes. However,
the deviations from perfect redundancy inherent in any real radio telescope complicate the
calibration problem. Using simulations of HERA, we show how calibration with antenna-to-
antenna variations in dish construction and placement generally leads to spectral structure in
otherwise smooth foregrounds that significantly reduces the number of cosmological modes
available to a 21 cm measurement. However, we also show that this effect can be largely
eliminated by a modified redundant-baseline calibration strategy that relies predominantly on
short baselines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The 21 cm spin transition line of neutral hydrogen has the potential
to become a powerful probe of the epoch of reionization (EoR),
complementing limits on the end of reionization from quasars and
its duration from the cosmic microwave background. By measuring
temperature, ionization, and density fluctuations across cosmic
time, 21 cm cosmology may in time become a highly sensitive
tool for understanding our Universe from the Dark Ages and the
Cosmic Dawn to cosmology and fundamental physics (Furlanetto,
Oh & Briggs 2006; Morales & Wyithe 2010; Pritchard & Loeb
2012; Loeb & Furlanetto 2013; Zaroubi 2013; Mesinger 2016).

� E-mail: jsdillon@berkeley.edu
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Advancements in instrumental precision, sensitivity, and redshift
coverage have given rise to the numerous experiments working to
detect the 21 cm signal over a wide range of redshifts, both through
spatial fluctuations in brightness temperature and the angularly
averaged ‘global’ signal. While many experiments have focused
on the impact of the EoR on the 21 cm brightness temperature, an
earlier period of the Cosmic Dawn during which the first stars and
X-ray sources turned on has recently garnered significant interest
due to the (as yet unconfirmed) detection of a strong global 21 cm
absorption feature by the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch
of Reionization Signature (EDGES; Bowman et al. 2018). Because
its magnitude exceeds previous predictions by at least a factor of 2,
it has spurred a number of interesting interpretations, including the
existence of an unknown population of high-redshift radio sources
(Ewall-Wice et al. 2018; Feng & Holder 2018) or the presence of
baryon–dark matter interactions (e.g. Barkana 2018).
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That said, all efforts to detect cosmological hydrogen via the
21 cm line are complicated by overwhelmingly bright astrophysical
foregrounds. These foregrounds, which are determined by syn-
chrotron radiation from our Galaxy and nearby galaxies but also
include thermal bremsstrahlung from H II regions, are ∼105 times
brighter than the cosmological signal. However, because of their
smooth spectral structure, they occupy the lowest Fourier modes
along the line of sight in the power spectrum of fluctuations.
When observed by interferometers, which are inherently chromatic,
intrinsically smooth foregrounds are spread out in 2D Fourier space1

into a ‘wedge’-shaped region (Datta, Bowman & Carilli 2010;
Morales et al. 2012; Parsons et al. 2012b; Vedantham, Udaya
Shankar & Subrahmanyan 2012; Hazelton, Morales & Sullivan
2013; Pober et al. 2013; Thyagarajan et al. 2013, 2015; Liu, Parsons
& Trott 2014a,b). The rest of Fourier space, which is nominally
foreground-free, is called the ‘EoR window’, though the concept
is equally valid for higher and lower redshift 21 cm observations.
The boundary between the wedge and the window depends on
k⊥ (and thus baseline length) and is given by the light traveltime
delay of a source at the horizon between two elements (Parsons
et al. 2012b). Filtering out all foregrounds and signal within the
wedge makes a robust 21 cm detection still possible in the window,
albeit at the cost of sensitivity (Pober et al. 2014); working within
the wedge requires extremely precise instrument modelling and
foreground subtraction. With such bright astrophysical foregrounds,
precise calibration becomes essential to keeping the EoR window
clean enough to actually detect the cosmological signal. If by
miscalibrating we introduce chromatic errors, we can no longer
rely on the assumption that foregrounds stay in the wedge even if
our instrument has a smooth spectral response (Morales et al. 2012;
Dillon et al. 2014; Barry et al. 2016; Yatawatta 2016; Ewall-Wice
et al. 2017).

The problem of calibration2 boils down to one equation:

V obs
ij (ν) = gi(ν)g∗

j (ν)V true
ij (ν) + nij (ν), (1)

where V true
ij is the inherent visibility of the baseline between

antennas i and j, gi and gj are the two complex gains for each
antenna, nij is the noise, and V obs

ij is the visibility actually measured
by the instrument (Thompson, Moran & Swenson 2017). How one
approaches calibration depends on which specific terms are treated
as known a priori and thus which terms need to be solved for.
Sky-based self-calibration algorithms start with a model of the
radio sky and antenna beams to produce a best guess for the true
visibility (Pearson & Readhead 1984; Rau et al. 2009). This allows
one to solve for the antenna gains using the observed data. The
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (Paciga et al. 2013), the Low-
Frequency Array (van Haarlem et al. 2013; Patil et al. 2017), and
the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA; Tingay et al. 2013; Dillon
et al. 2015b; Beardsley et al. 2016; Ewall-Wice et al. 2016; Trott
et al. 2016) employ variations of this method.

Though sky-based calibration is popular and well suited to arrays
optimized for interferometric imaging, it has significant limitations

1k‖ describes cosmological modes along the line of sight and k⊥ combines
modes in the x- and y-directions (i.e. perpendicular to the line of sight).
Larger k‖ modes correspond to finer Fourier modes in the frequency
response; larger k⊥ modes correspond to longer baselines.
2By calibration, we mean bandpass calibration of a single complex number
per frequency and per antenna, not ‘direction-dependent calibration’ of
antenna primary beams. In this paper, we also ignore the complexities
of polarization (Dillon et al. 2018) and polarization leakage via D-
terms.(Hamaker, Bregman & Sault 1996; Sault, Hamaker & Bregman 1996).

in the context of 21 cm observations. It depends on both the accuracy
and depth of existing catalogue and survey data. The enormous
dynamic range between foregrounds and cosmological signal means
that even relatively faint sources now collectively pose a problem
(Patil et al. 2016). Simulations by Barry et al. (2016) indicate that
traditional sky-based calibration requires unprecedented catalogue
depth and accuracy to prevent these faint, unmodelled sources from
introducing chromatic visibility errors that mix foregrounds into
otherwise clean Fourier modes. This occurs because these sources,
although faint, are numerous and contribute significantly to the
total flux of any given field, introducing modelling errors with
the same chromaticity as the visibilities themselves, which then
affect all visibilities via gain calibration errors. Barry et al. (2016)
examine different solutions, such as fitting the bandpass with low-
order polynomial to ensure spectral smoothness and averaging
calibration solutions over antennas and/or time. Ewall-Wice et al.
(2017) explained this effect analytically as a form of chromatic
noise in the power spectrum that does not average down in time,
even when the source model contains accurate fluxes well below the
confusion limit. However, they also showed that reweighting data
before calibration to prioritize short baselines (i.e. baselines with
less spectral structure in their visibilities) helped recover most of
the EoR window.

Short of developing external calibration systems or making
orders-of-magnitude improvements in beam and source modelling,
one alternative approach is to calibrate using the internal con-
sistency of redundant visibility measurements (Wieringa 1992;
Liu et al. 2010). Redundant-baseline calibration starts with many
measurements of V obs

ij from a group of baselines that measure the
true visibilities because they share a common baseline vector and
putatively identical primary beams. This redundancy allows one to
solve, up to a handful of degeneracies, for gains and true visibilities
without assuming the sky model (Zheng et al. 2014, 2017; Dillon
et al. 2018). Since baselines belonging to the same redundant group
should all see the same inherent visibility, V true

ij , multiplied by the
antenna gains involved in the specific baseline, a least-squares
estimator can solve for the true visibility and antenna gains that
reproduce the measured visibilities. This approach is being used by
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA; Dillon & Parsons
2016; DeBoer et al. 2017), as well predecessor telescopes like the
MITEoR experiment (Zheng et al. 2014), the Donald C. Backer
Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Reionization (Ali et al.
2015), and Phase II of the MWA (Li et al. 2018).

As with any calibration method, redundant-baseline calibration
comes with limitations as well as system design requirements. Its
explicit dependence on the redundancy of measurements means
that the antenna responses of the baselines within a redundant group
must be identical as well. We know from Barry et al. (2016) that sky
modelling errors produce chromatic calibration errors that contam-
inate the EoR window. One naturally wonders: do analogous errors
arise due to the assumption of redundancy in a not-quite-redundant
array? And, if so, can they be mitigated using similar down-
weighting strategies to those proposed by Ewall-Wice et al. (2017)?

In this work, we simulate the visibilities observed by a not-
quite-redundant version of the HERA core by introducing antenna
position errors and beam-to-beam variations at various realistic
levels. In Section 2 we detail our simulations and show the effects
of non-redundancy on the 21 cm power spectrum after redundant-
baseline calibration. Then, in Section 3, we adapt the strategy of
Ewall-Wice et al. (2017) for mitigating the effects of redundancy
errors on the power spectra through a baseline-length-dependent
reweighting of the data.
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2 SIMULATIONS OF REDUNDANCY ERRORS
AND THE EFFECT ON THE POWER
SPECTRUM

In order to understand the effect of non-redundancies, we need to
simulate an array where the true gains and visibilities are known. We
start by explaining in Section 2.1 how we simulate visibilities and
parametrize various forms of non-redundancy. Next in Section 2.2
we review how redundant-baseline calibration works and examine
in Section 2.3 its qualitative effects when non-redundancies are
introduced. Then in Section 2.4 we demonstrate how these non-
redundancies show up in power spectra.

2.1 Visibility simulation with non-redundancy

In an ideal interferometer, the correlation between the electric fields
measured by antennas i and j is a visibility, a particular angular
Fourier mode of I (r̂, ν), the specific intensity of the sky, as a function
of direction and frequency. Ignoring noise, it is given by

V true
ij (ν) =

∫
Bij (r̂, ν)I (r̂, ν) exp

[
−2πi

ν

c
bij · r̂

]
d�, (2)

where Bij is the primary beam and bij is the baseline, the vector
separation between antennas i and j (Thompson et al. 2017). For
simplicity, we simulate visibilities from a set of point sources rather
than a whole-sky integral, approximating equation (2) as

V true
ij (ν) ≈

Nsources∑
n=1

Bij (r̂n, ν)Sn(ν) exp
[
−2πi

ν

c
bij · r̂n

]
, (3)

where n indexes over the sources, their fluxes Sn, and their positions
r̂n.

In this paper, we adopt a fairly simple sky model in order to
isolate the effects of non-redundancy on redundant calibration.
We take all sources from the GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky
MWA (GLEAM) survey (Hurley-Walker et al. 2017) above 15 Jy
at 151 MHz, for a total of 126 total sources with well-measured
fluxes and spectral indices. Because we are primarily interested in
calibration using redundant baselines, the fidelity of our model sky
to the true radio sky is not as important as it was in Barry et al. (2016)
and Ewall-Wice et al. (2017). Rather, we need enough sources
spread across the sky to produce realistic spectral structure in our
simulated visibilities using equation (3).3 To produce a frequency
range and spectral resolution suitable for power spectrum estimation
(Mao et al. 2008; Parsons et al. 2014), we simulate our sources in
100 frequency channels from 140 to 160 MHz.

For our array configuration, we adopt the core of the HERA array
layout as our prototypical worked example. HERA’s core includes
320 dishes arranged in a hexagon split into three sectors (Fig. 1).
This split nearly triples the number of unique baselines sampled
while still being redundantly calibratable (Dillon & Parsons 2016).
The centres of the 14 m dishes are generally separated by only
14.6 m, resulting in a dense packing that maximizes sensitivity
on short baselines, where the cosmological signal is the strongest
outside the wedge (i.e. where foregrounds are most compact in
cosmological Fourier space). HERA is located at −30.722◦ latitude
and, as a drift-scan instrument, observes a stripe of constant
declination. We simulate zenith-pointed observations centred at
RA = 10 h and DEC = −30.722◦, though the calibration methods

3The fact that the wedge is fairly uniformly filled at different delays in the
Airy beam panel of Fig. 4 validates this assumption.

Figure 1. HERA’s 320 antenna core features a dense, hexagonal packing
with 14.6 m baselines. The dense packing maximizes sensitivity on the
short baselines that are the least contaminated by the wedge. The split into
three slightly offset sectors allows it to sample nearly triple the number
of unique instantaneous baselines while still being redundantly calibratable
(Dillon & Parsons 2016). The 30 planned outrigger dishes, which increase
HERA’s angular resolution, are excluded from our simulations. While
they are potentially redundantly calibratable, their exclusion speeds up
simulations and calibrations considerably and does not significantly affect
our conclusions.

developed in this paper do not depend on a specific field. Our
simulations are free of thermal noise in order to attain the high
dynamic range we need to study foreground bias in the EoR window
of comparable magnitude to the cosmological signal.

As a simple beam model that still exhibits complex, all-sky spatial
structure, we adopt an Airy function as our primary beam. Our
zenith-pointed Airy beam takes the form

Bij (r̂n, ν) =
[

2J1(ka sin θ )

ka sin θ

]2

, (4)

where θ is the co-altitude, J1 is the Bessel function of the first
kind of order one, k = 2πν

c
is the wavenumber, and the aperture

radius is a = 6 m to account for underillumination of the HERA
dish (DeBoer et al. 2017). This produces a beam with a full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of 1.03c/2aν, which is 9.8◦ at 150 MHz.
Though there are important differences in their detailed shapes, the
Airy beam features spectral and spatial structure that is broadly
similar to that of real HERA beams (Neben et al. 2016b). In
Section 2.4 we also examine a Gaussian beam that proved too
simplistic to capture the effects of non-redundancy on the power
spectrum.

In this paper, we investigate three sources of non-redundancy due
to deviations from ideal antenna elements that are sited perfectly and
constructed identically. These are: (1) antenna position errors, (2)
beam size/shape errors, and (3) beam pointing errors. While these
do not entirely capture the diversity of antenna-to-antenna variations
in a real array, they constitute a reasonable basis for the kind of non-
idealities in element and feed placement and orientation that are,
at some level, inevitable. We investigate their impact on redundant
calibration by parametrizing each of them at three different levels
spanning a realistic range.

Ideal antennas would be situated at their precise assigned grid
points with a zenith-pointed, radially symmetric beam with an

MNRAS 487, 537–549 (2019)
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Table 1. Low, fiducial, and high error values for position, beam size, and
beam pointing errors span the range of realistic levels of non-redundancy
in HERA. Position errors come from antenna and dish placement, beam
size errors encompass variations in feed height and dish diameter, and beam
pointing errors occur due to variations in feed placement and orientation.

Position Beam size Beam pointing

Low 0.004 m 0.02◦ 0.04◦
Fiducial 0.02 m 0.1◦ 0.2◦
High 0.1 m 0.5◦ 1.0◦

FWHM of 9.8◦ at 150 MHz. We simulate non-redundancy by
introducing mean-0, normally distributed variations in all three
sources of error in both the x- and y-directions. We generalize the
Airy function (equation 4) to represent a beam that can vary in both
its shape and pointing:

Bi(r̂, ν) =
⎡
⎣2J1

(
k
√

a2
x (x − xpc)2 + a2

y (y − ypc)2
)

k
√

a2
x (x − xpc)2 + a2

y (y − ypc)2

⎤
⎦

2

, (5)

and we model the beam for a given baseline as Bij = √
BiBj to

account for the individual contributions of the two antennas that
form the baseline. Pointing errors are represented by randomly
picking a pointing centre r̂pc near but generally not at zenith (i.e.
xpc and ypc are normally distributed with mean 0). Likewise, beam
size and shape errors are expressed by independently varying ax
and ay around the mean of value of 6 m to alter the semimajor
and semiminor axes of the aperture. In each simulation, we apply
statistically independent errors to each antenna and then simulate
all visibilities for all antenna pairs.

We choose low, fiducial, and high error levels for each non-
redundancy type, which we list in Table 1. These were chosen
to represent realistic4 antenna-to-antenna variations (Carilli et al.
2018), with the condition that the resulting errors in visibilities
are comparable for sources of non-redundancy at the same error
level. To verify this, we show in Fig. 2 the standard deviation of all
the nominally redundant measurements of a single unique 14.6 m
baseline. The low, fiducial, and high error levels produce visibility
variations on the ∼1, ∼10, and ∼100 per cent levels, respectively,
spanning the range of plausible levels of non-redundancy in HERA.

2.2 A review of redundant-baseline calibration

In order to solve for gains and visibilities, equation (1) can be
written in a system of equations in which each instance of the
equation describes the visibility measured by a baseline. The
unknowns in the system of equations are the complex gains (one
per antenna) and the visibility solutions. However, since HERA
is highly redundant, there are far fewer unique visibility solutions
than measured visibilities (and thus equations). HERA’s core, as
shown Fig. 1, has 51 040 total baselines but only 1501 unique

4HERA’s large collecting area is enabled by employing relatively inexpen-
sive materials (DeBoer et al. 2017), limiting the repeatability of antenna
construction. HERA’s antenna placement and feed positioning are accurate
to within 2 cm (D. R. DeBoer, Private Communication, 2018). This sets our
fiducial error level. At HERA’s 4.5 cm focal height, this would correspond
to arcsin (2 cm/4.5 m) = 0.25◦ pointing errors. Likewise, HERA’s FWHM
decreases roughly 2◦ for every metre of feed height (Neben et al. 2016b),
which would imply 0.04◦ beam size errors. We take a more conservative
value of 0.1◦ to reflect differences in dish construction.

baselines. Assuming antennas have the same beam, two baselines
with the same displacement measure the same modes on the sky,
up to the product of their antennas’ complex gains. The result
of this redundancy between baselines is an overdetermined non-
linear system of equations for which we would like to minimize χ2,
defined as

χ2 =
∑

all pairs i,j

∣∣V obs
ij − gi(ν)g∗

j (ν)V sol
i−j (ν)

∣∣2

σ 2
ij (ν)

, (6)

where σ 2
ij (ν) is the variance of nij(ν), the random Gaussian noise

on visibilities,5 and V sol
i−j is the visibility solution for all baselines

with the same separation as Vij. Due to the form of χ2, there are
four degeneracies that remain in the visibility and gain solutions (in
single-polarization calibration; Liu et al. 2010; Dillon et al. 2018).
The simplest of these, the overall amplitude, arises from the fact
that if one gain is multiplied by a constant and the visibility solution
is divided by the square of that constant, gi(ν)g∗

j (ν)V sol
i−j (ν) remains

unchanged. The other degeneracies can be interpreted as potential
changes to the phases of gains and visibilities that also cancel out
for all baselines.

One approach to minimizing χ2 islincal, originally developed
in Liu et al. (2010). lincal takes an initial guess for gains and
visibilities and iteratively minimizes χ2 using the Gauss–Newton
algorithm. Equation (1) can be expanded around starting gains g0

i

and visibilities V 0
i−j and written as

V obs
ij = (g0

i + �gi)(g
0
j + �gj )∗(V 0

i−j + �Vi−j ), (7)

where the � terms are solved for at each iteration, allowing the
input guesses to be updated for the next iteration. Assuming the
initial guess is close, the �2 terms are negligible and the equation
becomes linear:

V obs
ij − g0

i g
0∗
j V 0

i−j = �gig
0∗
j V 0

i−j + g0
i �g∗

j V
0
i−j + g0

i g
0∗
j �Vi−j . (8)

Because equation (8) contains complex conjugation, it must be
broken into real and imaginary parts for the system of equations
to be written as a matrix and solved with standard linear algebra
techniques. This yields

Re
[
V obs

ij − g0
i g

0∗
j V 0

i−j

]
= Re[�gi] Re

[
g0∗

j V 0
i−j

] − Im[�gi] Im
[
g0∗

j V 0
i−j

]
+Re

[
�gj

]
Re

[
g0

i V
0
i−j

] + Im
[
�gj

]
Im

[
g0

i V
0
i−j

]
+Re

[
�Vi−j

]
Re

[
g0

i g
0∗
j

] − Im
[
�Vi−j

]
Im

[
g0

i g
0∗
j

]
(9)

and an analogous for the imaginary equation.
This system can be expressed as the matrix equation

d = Ax, (10)

where d contains the left-hand side of equation (9) and its imaginary
counterpart and has a length equal to twice the number of observed
visibilities, x contains all the real and imaginary � terms to be
solved for, and A contains their coefficients. Because x contains the
real and imaginary parts of the variables (gains and visibilities), it
has a length of twice the number of unique visibilities plus twice the
number of antennas. Likewise, the number of columns in A is equal
to twice the number of true visibilities plus twice the number of
gains and the number of rows in A is twice the number of measured
visibilities.

5Though our simulations do not include thermal noise, we minimize χ2 as
if σ ij were constant for all pairs i and j.
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Figure 2. Here we show the ratio of the standard deviations of all the simulated visibilities to the error-free visibility for a single unique 14.6 m baseline for all
three redundancy error types, each with low, fiducial, and high error levels. Error levels were selected both to represent plausible ranges of redundancy errors
in HERA and to produce standard deviations with comparable magnitudes.

We can form a linear estimator for the � terms in x of the form

x̂ = (AᵀWA)−1 AᵀWd , (11)

where W is a matrix of data weights. If the only source of error
were noise, the optimal W (in a least-squares sense) would be N−1,
where N is the noise covariance of the data. As we will discuss
in Section 3, non-redundancy motivates us to consider alternative
weighting schemes following Ewall-Wice et al. (2017).

2.3 Redundant-baseline calibration with non-redundancy

Redundant calibration depends on the assumption that, up to a
complex, per-antenna gain, baselines with the same displacement
measure the same modes on the sky and therefore there are far
fewer unique true visibilities than observed visibilities. Due to
position errors and variations in the beam size and pointing, true
visibilities are not redundant even after calibration. Deviations
from redundancy do not necessarily preclude redundant-baseline
calibration, but rather act like a source of variation that leads to gain
errors.

When performing redundant-baseline calibration with non-
redundancy, the gains and visibilities that minimize χ2 are not
generally the ‘correct’ gains and visibilities, i.e. the result of
a simulation without redundancy errors. However, as long as
baselines are still approximately redundant, lincal can be used
to minimize χ2. In our simulations, we start with the ‘correct’
gains and visibilities as the initial guess, then use the iterative
least-squares estimator described above to move towards the gain
and visibility solutions that minimize χ2. In this way, we avoid
confusing the effects of a failure to find the minimum χ2 with
spectral structure on the gains in the case where χ2 is successfully
minimized. For our absolute calibration, a second step is necessary
to fix degeneracies in amplitude and phase inherent to redundant-
baseline calibration. We simply adopt the ‘correct’ values within
the degenerate subspace. This ensures that the degeneracies, which
emerge from the structure of χ2, do not affect the final answer,
enabling a more direct comparison between solutions. The problem
of absolute calibration (which generally requires a sky model) in
the presence of non-redundancy is left for future work (e.g. Byrne
et al. 2018).

Because gains and visibilities are solved for in the same system
of equations, chromatic errors in the true visibilities can affect the
estimates of the gains in a frequency-dependent way. Visibility
errors on longer baselines can lead to visibility errors on shorter
baselines via gain errors on shared antennas. Longer baselines
exhibit more intrinsic spectral structure (this is, after all, the origin

of the wedge) and any leakage of structure could contaminate
previously clean modes on short baselines. We might therefore
worry that chromatic gain errors due to miscalibration could lead to
foreground bias that contaminates the EoR window, as was observed
in Barry et al. (2016) and Ewall-Wice et al. (2017).

We begin our investigation of this effect in the context of
redundant-baseline calibration with non-redundancies by qualita-
tively examining the spectral structure in gain errors. We simulate
true visibilities with our sky model and antennas, each with their
random position and beam errors. To these, we apply simulated
gains to represent the analogue signal chain, each with an amplitude
and delay of the form

gi(ν) = eγi+2πiτi ν , (12)

where γ i is normally distributed around 0 with a standard deviation
0.2 and the delay τ i is normally distributed around 0 with a standard
deviation 0.5 ns. This is meant to represent a reasonable error after
delay calibration while not introducing any instrumental spectral
structure that we would later have to tease apart from spectral
structure due to calibration errors. Fig. 3 shows the difference
between calibrated gain solutions and the true simulated gains for
a single representative antenna as a function of frequency.

The spectral smoothness of the intrinsic gains is an important
caveat for this work. In our numerical experiments with artificial
‘white noise’ in the simulated gains, we found that intrinsic small-
scale spectral structure at greater than the 0.1 per cent level can
have a major impact on the EoR window. An exploration of non-
redundancy in the context of gains with realistic spectral structure
is left for future work.

To investigate how gain errors change with overall baseline
length, we simulate arrays with one-half and twice the antenna sep-
aration of the standard HERA core (Fig. 3). Although an array with
half the standard antenna separation (7.3 m) is physically impossible
because dishes would overlap, we include it to illustrate the effect
of a relative lack of long baselines. The gain errors in the largest
array (separation 29.2 m) show spectral structure on finer scales than
the standard HERA core, and the half-separation array displays the
least spectral structure. Due to the densely packed arrangement
of HERA, all antennas involved in long baselines also participate
in short baselines, allowing chromatic errors from long baselines
to spread to short ones during calibration. Larger separations mean
longer baselines, producing more spectral structure that leaks power
to fine scales. This is particularly worrisome because chromatic gain
errors lead to spectral structure in calibrated visibilities for short
baselines, which can leak power outside the wedge. We now turn to
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Figure 3. The relative difference between calibrated gain solutions and
true gains for a single antenna in the North-west corner of the array is
shown in arrays with one-half, one, and two times the normal separation
between antennas, all with fiducial errors and otherwise identical. Arrays
with longer baselines show more spectral structure in the gain solutions.
Since all antennas are part of long and short baselines and these baselines
are interlinked in calibration, spectral structure from the long baselines
affects all antennas. This qualitative trend is true for antennas across the
array.

a more quantitative examination of that effect on the 21 cm power
spectrum.

2.4 Effects of non-redundancy on power spectra

The predicted statistical near-isotropy (redshift-space distortions are
small outside the wedge) of the 21 cm reionization signal makes the
spherically averaged power spectrum P(k) an excellent statistic for
making a high-sensitivity detection and connecting observations
to theory and simulations. However, observationally there is a
fundamental difference between the measurement of modes along
the line of sight – which come from different observing frequencies
– and modes perpendicular to the line of sight – which come from
different baselines. Moreover, while the signal is expected to be
nearly statistically isotropic, the foregrounds are not. Their smooth
spectra make them distinguishable in cylindrically binned Fourier
space where the three Fourier wavenumbers kx, ky, and kz have been

collapsed into two: k‖ ≡ |kz| and k⊥ ≡
√

k2
x + k2

y .

There are a number of approaches for forming power spectra from
interferometric observations (e.g. Liu & Tegmark 2011; Dillon, Liu
& Tegmark 2013; Dillon et al. 2015a; Shaw et al. 2015; Jacobs et al.
2016; Sims et al. 2016; Trott et al. 2016). Following Ewall-Wice
et al. (2017), we adopt the simplest approach, which is to employ
the delay-spectrum approximation (Parsons et al. 2012a). In it, the
cosmological 21 cm power spectrum can be approximated to scale
linearly with the mean amplitude square of the visibility Fourier
transformed along the line of sight:

P (k) ≈
(

c2

2k2
Bν2

0

)2
X2(ν0)Y (ν0)

βpp�pp

〈∣∣∣Ṽ (u, η)
∣∣∣2
〉

, (13)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ν0 is the central frequency of
the observation, and βpp ≡ ∫

df|b(ν)|2 and �pp ≡ ∫
d�|B(r̂)|2 are

integrals over the squares of the bandpass and beam, respectively.
X and Y convert interferometric coordinates to comoving cosmo-
logical coordinates and are defined such that 2π (u, v, η) = (Xkx,

Xky, Ykz). Here u and v are components of the baseline b in units of
wavelengths and η is the Fourier dual to frequency along the line of
sight (i.e. at fixed |u|).

The key idea behind the delay-spectrum approximation is to
substitute the delay-transformed visibility of single baseline, Ṽij (τ )
for the Fourier transform of gridded visibilities along the line of
sight, Ṽ (u, η) (Parsons et al. 2012b). Ṽij (τ ), which is defined as

Ṽij (τ ) =
∫

dνe2πiντVij (ν), (14)

uses τ as the Fourier dual to frequency. The delay-spectrum
approximation ignores the frequency dependence of the u modes
probed by a single baseline. The approximation works best for
short baselines and relatively small bandwidths. Most importantly,
it allows us to estimate power spectra from single baselines.

Another advantage of the delay-spectrum approach is that it gives
us a straightforward way to understand the foreground wedge in
terms of our visibilities. For a given baseline, the delay transform
of the visibility spectrum maps sources based on their arrival times
at the two antennas involved. Since the delay is at its maximum
for a source on the horizon, there exists a ‘horizon limit’ in delay
space set by the baseline length (Parsons et al. 2012b). As long
as foregrounds are spectrally smooth, and thus produce narrow
features in delay space, their power is restricted to lie inside the
horizon. Instrumental spectral structure (due to miscalibration, e.g.)
will scatter foreground power to high delays and thus contaminate
high k‖ modes of the delay spectrum.

In our simulations, we choose a band of 140–160 MHz with 100
channels, which corresponds to a redshift range of 7.9 < z < 9.2.
This is similar to redshift range from which current EoR experiments
aim to measure a single power spectrum (e.g. Jacobs et al. 2015).
Because of the sidelobes produced by that finite bandwidth, we
perform the discrete Fourier transform of our redundantly calibrated
visibilities with a Blackman–Harris windowing function (Harris
1978). Following Ewall-Wice et al. (2017), we then form cylindrical
power spectra by averaging together power spectra from different
visibilities at a given |u|. We then build up measurements at different
k⊥ by examining the delay spectra from baselines of different
lengths.

We start by showing two cylindrically binned power spectra with
perfect calibration in Fig. 4. The straight diagonal line represents the
horizon limit of the wedge in delay space. Due to their smooth spec-
tral structure, foregrounds are mainly confined to the wedge, while
the complex spectral structure of the 21 cm brightness temperature
fluctuations exhibits power at a range of delays that extends well
outside the wedge. Because of the high dynamic range of the effect
we are studying, we apply a Blackman–Harris window function
to minimize foreground leakage due to the finite bandwidth of
the simulation, reducing our effective bandwidth to approximately
10 MHz. This keeps the EoR window mostly dominated by the
21 cm signal, but produces some power just beyond the horizon
limit, especially with an Airy beam model, due to the intrinsic
width of the Blackman–Harris convolution kernel in Fourier space.
Though foreground filtering may reduce this effect, we leave delay
filtering (e.g. Parsons et al. 2012b) to future work so as to isolate
the impact of chromatic calibration errors.

Since the unphysical Gaussian beam exponentially suppresses
sources close to the horizon, most of the wedge appears empty, thus
hiding the effect of the most chromatic foregrounds. This creates
the misleading impression that more modes are available to EoR
science than is actually the case. The much more realistic Airy beam
has much less suppression of foregrounds at the horizon. Realistic
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Mitigating redundant calibration errors 543

Figure 4. Power spectra from a perfectly redundant array are shown with
both Gaussian and Airy primary beams with the same FWHM. We also
show the edge of the wedge corresponding to the delay at the horizon
(black diagonal line) and contours where the foregrounds are equal to (cyan)
and 10 per cent of (orange) a fiducial 21 cm power spectrum (see Fig. 5).
The Gaussian beam exponentially suppresses power from sources far from
zenith, unrealistically eliminating the wedge. We adopt the more realistic
Airy beam for all other simulations and power spectra in this work because
it more faithfully approximates HERA’s beam (or any beam from a dish)
and lets us examine the effects of non-redundancy on delay power spectra
in detail. The Airy beam shows contamination outside the wedge due to the
finite bandwidth of the observation and the intrinsic width of the Blackman–
Harris window in Fourier space.

primary beams simply do not produce the ∼105 level of suppression
needed to ignore sources near the horizon (Pober et al. 2016). We
caution that adopting a Gaussian primary beam, especially one with
a narrow FWHM, produces extremely unrealistic results in nearly
any study of 21 cm power spectrum estimation in the presence of
foregrounds. We thus adopt the Airy beam (equation 5) for the
rest of this work to realistically capture the effects of antenna-to-
antenna variation in the sidelobes of the power pattern, which are
both the most challenging to model (Neben et al. 2016a) and the
most important for understanding leakage outside the wedge.

To show which modes of the 21 cm power spectrum are dom-
inated by foreground bias, we overplot contours on all of our
power spectra, which show where the simulated foregrounds have
equal power to the 21 cm signal (cyan) and where they have
10 per cent of the power of the 21 cm signal (orange). As a repre-
sentative cosmological signal (see Fig. 5), we use the popular three-
parameter reionization model of Mesinger, McQuinn & Spergel
(2012) simulated by 21cmFAST6 (Mesinger, Furlanetto & Cen
2011), which includes the ionization efficiency ζ , the mean-free
path of UV photons in H II regions Rmfp, and the minimal virial
temperature for dark-matter haloes that host stars, Tmin

vir . We set
these parameters to fiducial values of ζ = 20, Rmfp = 15 Mpc, and
Tvir = 2 × 104 K, which results in a 50 per cent reionized universe
at z ≈ 8.5 and a Thomson scattering optical depth to the CMB of τ

≈ 0.08. To reiterate, our simulations are foregrounds-only; we use a
cosmological 21 cm power spectrum for a quantitative comparison
to foreground leakage but we do not simulate visibilities from a
realization of this power spectrum, nor do we take into account the
mixing of cosmological modes introduced by the delay-spectrum

6https://github.com/andreimesinger/21cmFAST

Figure 5. Cosmological signal from a 21cmFAST (Mesinger et al. 2011)
at z ≈ 8.5, which is both the centre redshift of our simulated observations
and the redshift at which the universe is ∼50 per cent ionized with the
fiducial set of astrophysical parameters. We assume that the cosmological
signal is nearly statistically isotropic and thus only a function of |k|, which
is dominated by k‖. A dense array concentrates sensitivity at low k⊥, where
one generally finds the largest 21 cm signal magnitudes outside the wedge.
Note that the colour scale in this figure and all subsequent analogous figures
has been compressed relative to Fig. 4 to show details.

approximation because that effect is marginal compared to the
foreground leakage.

Redundancy errors impede separation of cosmological signal
from foregrounds in Fourier space by imparting spectral structure to
the intrinsically smooth foregrounds and moving them into higher
Fourier modes that were previously signal-dominated. Fig. 6 shows
that fiducial errors (see Table 1) lead to significant contamination
of the EoR window. Power leaves the wedge (shown in white
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 6 where the change in power
is negative) and moves to higher delays, obscuring the 21 cm
signal. This illustrates how long and short baselines are interlinked
during calibration, allowing spectrally unsmooth errors from long
baselines to affect short ones. Most importantly, the region with the
highest signal-to-noise, the bottom-left corner, is now completely
dominated by foreground bias. To break down this effect further,
in Fig. 7 we compare power spectra of simulations with a single
type of redundancy error (position, beam size, and beam pointing)
at low, fiducial, and high error levels. With low levels of error (top
row), the effect on the power spectra is minimal. However, at the
fiducial (middle row) and high levels of error (bottom row), power
spreads out of the wedge and covers more of the EoR window.
For comparable levels of visibility variance introduced by these
antenna-to-antenna variations (Fig. 2), the calibration with non-
redundancy produces similar levels of EoR window contamination
for all the three error types, though perhaps beam size/shape errors
are slightly more deleterious than the other two types. Regardless,
it is clear that doing 21 cm cosmology in the window will require
an improvement in our approach to calibration.

We have argued that the key to understanding the effect of non-
redundancy is the leakage of spectral structure from long baselines
to short baselines via chromatic gain errors. To see the impact
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Figure 6. Foreground power spectra with and without the effect of simulated antenna-to-antenna variation on redundant-baseline calibration. Non-redundancy
produces considerable leakage of foreground power from the wedge (below the black diagonal line) into the window. Though the leaked power is small
compared to the total foreground power, foregrounds are ∼105 brighter than the fiducial cosmological signal (see Fig. 5). To illustrate the importance of this
effect, we overplot contours where the foreground bias is equal to (cyan) and 10 per cent of (orange) the cosmological signal. Compared to the case with no
redundancy errors, our fiducial level of position and beam errors leads to contamination dominating a considerable fraction of the EoR window. On the right,
we show the difference in power between the left-hand and middle panels, which clearly shows a transfer of power from the wedge (which is negative and thus
white) to the window.

Figure 7. Power spectra broken down by error type (columns) and error level (rows) show that increasing error level creates larger and larger contaminated
regions of the EoR window. We have simulated power spectra for each error type (see Table 1), individually assessing antenna position errors (left column),
beam size/shape errors (middle column), and beam pointing errors (right column). The effect for our low error level (top row), with its ∼1 per cent visibility
standard deviation within redundant groups, is minimal. However, the fiducial and high error levels produce systematic errors in much of the EoR window that
dominates over our fiducial signal. Note that our choice of colour scale is compressed relative to the full dynamic range for the foregrounds (roughly 10 orders
of magnitude in power). This better shows detail outside the wedge, the primary region of interest, but saturates the colour scale inside the wedge (see Fig. 4
for an unsaturated wedge).
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of long baselines more directly, we repeat the experiment from
Section 2.3 of looking at how the power spectrum is affected when
we look at alternate 320 element HERA cores with different inter-
element spacings and thus different longest baselines. Using the
same (unphysical) half- and double-sized arrays we described in
Fig. 3, we plot these power spectra in Fig. 8. The half-sized array
has less k⊥ coverage because its baselines are shorter while the
double-sized array covers higher values of k⊥ than the standard
HERA core. Because the wedge extends to higher values of k‖
for the longest baselines of the larger arrays, the leakage due to
redundancy errors on the short baselines also extends to higher
values of k‖. Ultimately, including long baselines in the calibration
– and putting them on equal footing with short baselines – means
that redundancy errors on long baselines are allowed to affect the
calibrated visibilities of short baselines (and the reverse as well,
though that is far less impactful).

We now turn to a modified calibration scheme designed to isolate
short baselines from long ones and limit the spectral structure of
the inevitable calibration errors that arise due to antenna-to-antenna
variation whose precise magnitude is not well known.

3 MITIGATING REDUNDANCY ERRORS

As the bias to the power spectrum due to redundancy errors does
not integrate down with repeated observations of the same field,
it is necessary to find a way to calibrate with minimal extra
power above the horizon limit if we want to maximize the area
of Fourier space available to cosmology. In Section 3.1 we adapt
the weighting techniques of Ewall-Wice et al. (2017) to propose
the use of baseline-length cut-off for redundant calibration and
discuss the details of implementing this weighting scheme. Then in
Section 3.2, we compare results and power spectra from different
implementations and show that the chromatic effect on the EoR
window of our fiducial level of non-redundancy demonstrated in
Section 2 can be largely eliminated with an appropriate baseline-
length-dependent weighting scheme.

3.1 Redundant calibration with baseline-length weighting

We saw in Fig. 3 that the spectral structure in gain errors increased
with longer maximum baseline length and that this effect leads
to a more contaminated EoR window (Fig. 8). It follows then
that we need a calibration approach that isolates long baselines
by suppressing their contribution to the gains, thus keeping them
from spreading chromatic errors to short baselines. As an alternative
to using the inverse noise covariance to weight visibilities in
equation (11), we instead propose assigning binary weights based
on baseline length, imposing a ‘cut-off’ on which baselines are
included in gain calibration, i.e. picking W to be a diagonal matrix
with zeros for long baselines and ones for short baselines. This
technique is a modification of the weighting scheme proposed
in Ewall-Wice et al. (2017), which instead proposed a Gaussian
weighting of visibilities as a function of their length.

Using binary weights is equivalent to calibrating with only a
subset of the data. First we use redundant-baseline calibration to
simultaneously find all the antenna gains as well as the unique
visibility solutions for short baselines. Then we can use the gain
solutions to calibrate the visibilities of the long baselines and
average over redundant baselines to get an estimate of the remaining
unique visibility solutions. In this way, the entire array is calibrated
but the gain solutions are isolated from the long baselines.

One advantage of giving zero weight to long baselines (rather than
a small weight as a Gaussian scheme does) is that this reduces the
computational complexity of calibration. The most expensive step in
redundant calibration is the inversion of AᵀWA in each iteration of
lincal. This scales as O(N3), where N is the number of variables
being solved for simultaneously, i.e. the number of antennas plus
the number of unique baselines included in the calibration. HERA’s
core of 320 antennas has 1501 unique baselines, so without any
cut-off, N is dominated by the number of unique baselines.

In Table 2, we list the statistics for a sample of different baseline-
length cut-offs, including the smallest cut-off that is still redundantly
calibratable (the 27 shortest unique baselines).7

For simplicity, we use baseline-length cut-offs that are integer
multiples of the minimum antenna separation, but the procedure
can be generalized to any cut-off criterion above the minimum. To
help visualize these cut-offs, we marked them on a scatter plot of
all of the HERA core’s unique baseline vectors in Fig. 9.

Due to HERA’s dense configuration, the shortest baselines are
also the most redundantly sampled. This means that a relatively
small fraction of the unique baselines can be included without
throwing out much information. Generally speaking, thermal noise
on gain solutions contributes very little to the noise on calibrated
visibilities. However, when using a relatively small subset of the
available information for calibration, one might worry that we risk
gain errors due to thermal noise alone (rather than non-redundancy)
that contribute significantly to the noise on calibrated visibilities.

Following Dillon & Parsons (2016), we estimate the thermal noise
error on our gains in the simplified scenario where all visibilities
measure the sky with same signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). In this case,
the expected thermal gain covariance is given by

� ≈ 1

(S/N)2

[
A†A

]−1
. (15)

Reading gain variances off the diagonal of this matrix, which we
compute using logcal (Liu et al. 2010; Dillon & Parsons 2016)
and report in Table 2 in units of N/S. To first order, these thermal
gain errors produce extra thermal noise in calibrated visibilities
equal to noise on the gains of the two antennas involved. Thus, even
for very small cut-offs, this effect is subdominant to the measured
noise on the visibilities themselves. Similarly, in the context of sky-
based calibration, Ewall-Wice et al. (2017) also find little impact of
down-weighting long baselines on the thermal noise of calibrated
visibilities. Therefore, one should generally pick a cut-off based its
impact on chromatic systematic errors.

To begin investigating the impact of a baseline-length cut-off,
we return to the question of its qualitative impact on the spectral
structure of gain errors. Analogous to Fig. 3, we show in Fig. 10,
the difference between simulated true gains and calibrated gain
solutions with different baseline-length cut-offs for a representative
antenna in the HERA core. A high cut-off means that only the
longest baselines are excluded, while a low cut-off excludes all but
the shortest baselines. Isolating longer baselines this way prevents
their spectral structure from spreading to shorter baselines through
gains. Fig. 10 lends credence to our hypothesis; as we restrict our
calibration to shorter and shorter baselines, we see less and less
spectral structure. This is imperative if we want to keep foregrounds
isolated in the wedge, which we will now investigate.

7Smaller cut-offs introduce additional degeneracies beyond the four inherent
to redundant-baseline calibration (Dillon et al. 2018).
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Figure 8. Introducing non-redundancies at the fiducial error level, we produce power spectra from three arrays that only differ by their antenna separation
(and thus overall size) but still have analogous sets of redundant baselines. The standard HERA core is shown in the middle panel. Larger arrays have longer
baselines, which cover higher values of k⊥ (note the wider range of k⊥ than in the above figures). During calibration, these long baselines leak the spectral
structure of their visibilities to short baselines through gains. This causes the wedge to increase in area and the contamination to leak higher into the EoR
window across all values of k⊥. The overall size of the contaminated area above the wedge, as well as its extent in k‖, scales with the length of the longest
baseline.

Table 2. The number of baselines included, the number of unique baselines, and their respective percentages of the total for different cut-off levels (expressed
as multiples of the minimum antenna separation) are listed above. The minimum number of unique baselines that does not introduce additional degeneracies is
27. HERA can be redundantly calibrated using just 5 per cent of all its baselines. We also provide an estimate for the median gain errors due to thermal noise,
normalized by the noise-to-signal ratio on visibilities.

Baseline cut-off in units Total baselines included Unique baselines included Median thermal gain error
of the shortest baseline (Percentage) (Percentage) in units of visibility n/s

Minimum 2545 (5.0 per cent) 27 (1.8 per cent) 0.246
3x 4595 (9.0 per cent) 45 (3.0 per cent) 0.183
6x 14 362 (28 per cent) 189 (13 per cent) 0.107

9x 27 105 (53 per cent) 435 (29 per cent) 0.079
12x 39 075 (77 per cent) 751 (50 per cent) 0.065

15x 47 167 (92 per cent) 1086 (72 per cent) 0.058
No cut-off 51 040 (100 per cent) 1501 (100 per cent) 0.057

3.2 Impact of a baseline-length cut-off on the power spectrum

Since measurement of the fluctuations in the cosmological signal
will occur through power spectra, the best test of the efficacy
of calibration with a baseline-length cut-off is to analyse power
spectra. In Fig. 11, we compare five different baseline-length cut-
offs to a calibration with no cut-off in order to see how much of the
foreground leakage created by our fiducial redundancy errors they
remove. We use the evenly spaced cut-offs from Table 2 ranging
from 3 to 15 times the shortest baseline in the array. In general, we
find that smaller cut-offs perform better.

The most effective cut-offs, 3 × and 6 ×, perform similarly,
largely pushing down foreground leakage back to where it was
observed in our simulation with no antenna-to-antenna variation
(see Fig. 4), which we attribute to finite bandwidth effects and the
Blackman–Harris window. While low levels of foreground contam-
ination persist in large portions of the EoR window, the highest

signal-to-noise region (bottom-left) is the least contaminated. By
comparison, power spectra with large or no cut-offs progressively
show larger and larger regions of the window that are biased at
levels exceeding the 21 cm signal. This clearly demonstrates that
the inclusion of even moderately long baselines in calibration can
drastically affect the foreground contamination on all baselines,
spreading power above the wedge and into the window.

Fig. 11 raises an important question: how do we pick the
optimal cut-off? Obviously the best cut-off is fairly small, but
there exist trade-offs that should be considered. Larger cut-offs
include more information, which means that errors due to noise
(see Table 2) and due to antenna-to-antenna variation average down
a bit better. Smaller cut-offs have the least contamination of the
EoR window, especially in the all-important bottom-left corner
(low k|| and k⊥). Likely, the optimal cut-off also depends on the
level of non-redundancy, the foreground and instrument model, and
the techniques of foreground mitigation employed (e.g. foreground
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Figure 9. The HERA core’s unique baselines, coloured by their instanta-
neous redundancy (i.e. the number of total baselines measuring that unique
baseline). The baseline-length cut-offs we use in this work (3, 6, 9, 12,
and 15) are marked with a circle encompassing all unique baselines still
included.

Figure 10. Here we show the relative error on gain solutions for an
antenna in the North-west corner of the array with our fiducial level of
non-redundancy. While the simulated visibilities are identical and noise-
free in all cases, restricting the baseline-length cut-off used in calibration
decreases the spectral structure in the derived gains. We examine baseline-
length cut-offs at 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 times 14.6 m antenna separation. Lower
cut-offs prevent the longer baselines’ spectral structure from affecting the
gain solutions, as we saw in Fig. 3. This trend holds for antennas throughout
the array.

subtraction or delay filtering). A systematic study of this effect is
beyond the scope of this paper; our aim is merely a proof of concept.

For a more detailed demonstration of the effectiveness of our
baseline cut-off, we pick 6 × (top middle of Fig. 11) as close
enough to optimal; it is clearly better than 9 × at removing low
k⊥ foreground bias but shows less structure in the signal-to-bias
contours than 3 × (likely due to more visibilities with uncorrelated
non-redundancy averaging down incoherently). In Fig. 12, we
compare our 6 × result to a simulation with no errors and to the
result with fiducial levels of non-redundancy from Section 2 but with
no baseline-length cut-off. Clearly, our reweighted power spectra
(third panel) recover much of the EoR window that was lost to
foreground bias without the cut-off (second panel). Encouragingly,
the reweighted power spectrum appears quite similar to the perfectly

redundant power spectrum shown in the left-hand panel, except for
a small amount of increased contamination for the highest bins in
k⊥.

Finally, it is important to note that though our weighting scheme
reduces power in the EoR window, it does not in general produce
more accurate calibration solutions. In fact, if we look at the right-
hand panel of Fig. 12, we see that while foreground bias went
down in the window, it actually went up in the wedge (white
region). In other words, we did not reduce our calibration errors;
we merely contained them. To work within the EoR window, we
do not necessarily need calibration solutions that are accurate to
one part in 105 – these calibration solutions are inaccurate at the
1–10 per cent level – we just need to make sure that our errors are
very spectrally smooth.

4 CONCLUSION

Foregrounds that are roughly 105 times brighter than the cosmo-
logical signal pose a fundamental challenge for 21 cm intensity
mapping. While spectral smoothness is key to foreground sepa-
ration, an interferometer is an inherently chromatic instrument. It
naturally takes foreground power and spreads it out into a region of
2D Fourier space called the ‘wedge’, outside of which we have a
putatively clean ‘window’ to measure the cosmological signal. And
yet, the extreme dynamic range requirements of 21 cm cosmology
make the wedge/window distinction vulnerable to calibration errors.
A small amount of chromatic miscalibration, when multiplied by
the overwhelmingly bright foregrounds, leaks power into previously
clean regions of Fourier space and biases the measurement. In the
context of sky-based calibration, Barry et al. (2016) and Ewall-Wice
et al. (2017) found that even very small errors in one’s radio source
catalogue can lead to leaked foreground power in the window at a
level well above the signal.

Following that work, we examined in this paper how real-world
challenges can complicate our attempts to calibrate using the self-
consistency of nominally redundant baselines. Using the HERA
as a worked example, we investigated the effects on the power
spectrum of a calibration scheme that assumes perfect redundancy
of visibility measurements while introducing antenna-to-antenna
variation of positioning, beam size/shape, and beam pointing that
broke that assumption. In Section 2 we found an analogous effect
that of Barry et al. (2016) and Ewall-Wice et al. (2017); non-
redundancy introduced chromatic errors in our calibration solutions
with spectral structure up the scale of the longest (and thus most
chromatic) baselines included in the calibration. With reasonable
levels of antenna-to-antenna variation, this produced foreground
bias in the EoR window that significantly shrank the region
accessible to a cosmological measurement, diminishing the ultimate
sensitivity of HERA or any similar instrument.

However, inspired by the baseline-length weighting introduced
by Ewall-Wice et al. (2017), we investigated the effects of imposing
a baseline-length cut-off on which visibilities to include in our
redundant-baseline calibration system of equations. We found in
Section 3 that by limiting ourselves to the shortest baselines, we
eliminated much of the spectral structure in our calibration errors
and thus in the calibrated visibilities on our shortest baselines,
which are both the most sensitive to the 21 cm signal and the least
contaminated by the wedge.

This work remains merely a proof of concept. Our sky model does
not capture the full complexity of the polarized point sources and
diffuse Galactic emission in the real radio sky. Our parametrization
of non-redundancy, while powerful, is ultimately a major sim-
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Figure 11. The effect of our fiducial redundancy errors on the EoR window is increasingly mitigated as we impose stricter baseline-length cut-offs on our
redundant calibration. We show cut-offs at 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 times the shortest baseline, as well as calibration without a cut-off (which is identical to the
middle panel of Fig. 6). Excluding long baselines from the calibration prevents their intrinsic spectral structure from contaminating the short baselines – those
most sensitive to the 21 cm signal – via the gains. At some point, likely between 3 × and 6 ×, that effect is outweighed by the increased variance due to a
relatively low number of non-redundant visibilities combined to estimate the gains.

Figure 12. Reweighting our data by imposing a 6 × baseline-length cut-off (third panel) recovers much of the EoR window that was previously contaminated
by spectral structure in the calibration errors (second panel) without the cut-off. In fact, most of the EoR window accessible to 21 cm cosmology in the perfectly
calibrated case (first panel) is now signal-dominated again. The difference between the second and third panels, shown in the last panel, shows how leaked
foregrounds are transferred out of the window and into the wedge, which is negative (and thus white) in the difference. In this simulation, we used the fiducial
non-redundancy level (Table 1) and a baseline-length cut-off of 6 times the 14.6 m antenna separation.

plification. Our Airy beam, while certainly much more faithful
than a Gaussian beam, still deviates significantly from real HERA
beams. We make no attempt to use external information about our
instrument; if we knew how our antennas deviated from the ideal,
perhaps we could use that to improve our weighting scheme or

our calibration. Likewise, we do not explore the full parameter
space of possible visibility weightings, adopting instead the simplest
technique. Our simulated gains are assumed to be spectrally smooth,
though realistic gains have spectral structure – at least on large
scales. And of course, there are other ways to reduce the degrees of
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freedom in a calibration solution to ensure smoothness, including
time averaging (Barry et al. 2016) and low-pass filtering. These
complications and extensions are left for future work.

That said, the fact that the effect of non-redundancy can be
largely mitigated means that redundant-baseline calibration remains
a powerful, albeit incomplete, technique for meeting the exacting
demands of 21 cm cosmology. While the non-redundancies intrinsic
to any real instrument will produce calibration errors, not all
errors are created equal. Our strategy of baseline-length weighting
is fundamentally one of managed ignorance; redundant-baseline
calibration will produce errors, but with a careful reweighting, we
can avoid errors that prevent us from measuring the cosmological
21 cm signal.
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